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It is most politically incorrect to attack the RSPCA: after all, they're the guardians of those animals that we
English treat so much better than our own children. But I'm afraid that it does have to be done. For we're
now seeing standard bureaucratic behaviour from said RSPCA, something straight out of C. Northcote
Parkinson [3]:
Pet owners should be forced to join a register, buy a licence and pass a competence test to help
tackle the abuse of animals, the RSPCA?s chief vet has suggested. James Yeates said the
introduction of such measures would ?make it clear? that owning a pet was a ?privilege and a
responsibility?.
A privilege that you'll only be abe to enjoy if the RSPCA approves of both you and your pet no doubt.
And yes, I know, the organisation is claiming that this isn't quite what anyone means but then we've all
seen kite flying of this type before. Further, we know absolutely that any such licence scheme would be a
costly monstrosity. We used to have dog licences and the system cost far more to administer than any
revenue that came from it.
But the real point comes from what this suggestion tells us about those inside the RSPCA. They're a
bureaucracy just doing what bureaucracies do. Which is, as Parkinson pointed out to us, simply exist for
the sake of existing. Once established, once past that first flush of success in addressing whatever it is, the
point and purpose of a bureaucracy is simply to maintain its own existence and, if possible, expand the
budget and size of it. And that's it.
Which is precisely what the RSPCA is doing here. There is no point or purpose to licencing all of the
nations pets other than to give the RSPCA something to do. Which is why they have suggested it.
And, of course, why we should tell them where they can get off and the horse they rode in on.
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